Malignant tumor disease as a sub-chronic, progressive intoxication on the basis of the perpetuation of the release of amino acids, initiated by a retrograde-differentiated muscle degradation protease.
The proliferation of malignant tumor cells in the tissue of origin, as well as their invasion and survival in other tissues, is based on a pathogenicity mechanism, which, via the perpetuation of the release of amino acids, leads to a toxic, progressively acting impairment of normal cell functions. Consequently, a malignant tumor disease can be considered as a progressive intoxication exhibiting a sub-chronic course. The initialization is effected by means of a protease which, when related to the evolution scale of proteases, had experienced a downgrading. This corresponds to the degree of differentiation of the malignant tumor cells. As a faulty protein, it cannot, or at least not effectively, be degraded by the host organism. The aim of this faulty protein is the degradation of the proteins of the skeletal muscles. The amino acid lysine seems to be of particular importance for the synthesis of the retrograde-differentiated muscle degradation protease (RMDP), since the reduction of the availability of lysine exhibits a correlation with an anti-tumor effect.